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The Restoration Advisory Board (RAB) meeting was called to order by Hans Trousil at 
9:01 a.m. on 18 October 2022. This meeting was held in person at West Burlington City 
Hall and via MS Teams. Hans started off the meeting with Pledge of Allegiance. We had 
4 people join us over MS Teams today. 
Minutes Review 
There were no corrections to the minutes from July 2022 and no public comments. 
Agenda Review 
The October 2022 agenda was accepted as written. 
Environmental Services Update 
Jeff Morrison of Jacobs presented an update on the two projects his team is working on: 
Environmental Services at IAAAP, and the off-post bioremediation project at Operable 
Unit (OU) - 3. 
Jeff shared a slide with a list of the current OUs at IAAAP to remind everyone since 
those are discussed heavily with the presentations. He then updated the team on where 
the various Remedial Investigation (RI) RI reports stand for the Jacobs team: 

• Received comments from EPA on draft RI for OU-10 in early September. 
Working with USACE on response to comments (RTCs) and draft final RI. 

• Preparing RTCs to USACE on internal draft RI reports for OU-6 and OU-7. Draft 
RI reports will be sent to EPA next. 

• Conducted supplemental investigations at one site for OU-11 and two sites at 
OU-12.  

• Groundwater sampling conducted at Line 6 (OU-11). 

• Soil sampling conducted at Line 3A and Central Waste Processor sites (OU-12). 
Groundwater not observed at Line 3A; therefore, no sampling conducted.  

Jeff updated the team on the status of several in-progress tasks: 

• Continued evaluating protectiveness of OU-1 remedial goals for five metals 
(antimony, cadmium, hexavalent chromium, thallium, and mercury) as part of the 
2021 Five-Year Review. Have prepared a draft Tech Memo summarizing that 
evaluation. 

• Submitted internal draft Feasibility Study (FS) report for OU-4 to Army. Working 
on RTCs and Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements (ARARs) for 
Army legal review.  

• Working with EPA on draft 2021 and 2022 Annual Groundwater Monitoring 
Reports for Trench 5 for OU-4 RCRA. 
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• Submitted internal draft Proposed Plan (PP) to Army for OU-9. 

Julie asked about presenting the evaluation of the effectiveness for OU-1. They would 
like to see the Remedial Goal (RG). Jeff clarified that the key term is called 
protectiveness and part of the 5YR process is to reevaluate that remedy and make sure 
it’s still appropriate. Julie would like this to be an agenda item.  

Bruce asked if this type of evaluation always result in more stringent goals. Jeff replied 
that no it is based on latest research and risk levels and in at least one case. Kim-Lee 
said we are also considering what site use is for; site workers vs trespassers. If 
something more robust is required, then another CERCLA document such as an 
Explanation of Significant Difference (ESD) will document that. Jeff said it is in draft 
form now with Army and once that document goes to EPA we can discuss when it is 
appropriate to share at one of these meetings. 

Jeff informed that there wasn’t much to update since the last meeting about the Site 
Inspection (SI) that is underway emerging contaminants called per- and polyfluoroalkyl 
substances (PFAS) at IAAAP:  

• Five newly installed monitoring wells and 10 existing monitoring wells were 
sampled at the former Fire Station, Fire Training Pit (FTP), and the Inert Disposal 
Area (IDA) in December 2020. 

• Received comments from EPA on draft SI report in September. Working with 
USACE on RTCs and draft final SI. 

• Due to screening level exceedances, additional investigations are anticipated to 
occur in the future. 

• A fourth site (new Fire Station) was included in the revised Final Preliminary 
Assessment (PA) report and will be addressed in an SI Addendum. Planning 
underway now and tentatively scheduled for fieldwork in Spring 2023. 

OU-3 Optimized Remedial Action 
Jeff provided an update on the OU-3 Optimized Remedial Action project, which is for 
the enhanced bioremediation at the off-post RDX plume.   

• Finalized Optimized Remedial Design for OU-3 in spring 2021 to implement the 
additional bioremediation injections within the 50 ug/L RDX “hot spot” area 
(approximately 20 new injection locations).  

• Jacobs installed 20 new injection wells along north and south side of US Hwy 61. 
For safety reasons this required a Traffic Control plan and permit. 

• Conducted one round of baseline sampling in May. 
Jeff showed figure of the area with the RDX hotspot underneath US Hwy 61 and the 
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proposed injection well locations for the remedial action. 
• Injections began in June and were completed by end of July. Using a substrate 

blend of LactOil ZL (emulsified oil) plus Wilclear Plus (sodium lactate plus 
nutrients) to enhance the biodegradation of the RDX in groundwater. 

• Increased injection volume and closer well spacing to enhance substrate 
distribution. 

• Performance monitoring will be conducted quarterly and semiannually for next 2 
years. First round of performance monitoring was conducted this week. 

Bruce Workman asked if the wells were flush with ground, and Jeff replied that they 
were. 
Jeff then presented an update on some other work being conducted on behalf of 
USACE Louisville District. Tony Finch of TAC Associates is working on Building 
Demolition Sampling for the Installation Restoration Program (IRP) program. 

• Contaminated soil remedial design soil boring investigation completed in July. 

• One inaccessible area (H former Ammunition Storage Areas) is currently being 
evaluated for access to collect soil samples from these areas. 

Jeff presented an update on the O&M work. PARS (currently known as Montrose 
Environmental), under a subcontract to EnSafe performed the following O&M tasks:   

(1) O&M of Fixed Facility Water Treatment Plant (FFWTP) and the treatment 
system at the Line 1 Impoundment; 

(2) backflushing the treatment system at Line 1 Impoundment;  

(3) collection and analysis of samples at Line 1 Impoundment — discharge 
samples, influent sample, and after first carbon sample and BC-OFF samples;  

(4) collection and analysis of samples from the FFWTP — discharge sample, 
influent sample, and after first carbon sample;  

(5) mow grass and weed control at the OU-4 Inert Disposal Area and Line 800 
area; 

(6) cleared the trees fallen along the fence by the FFWTP and repaired fence. 

• The following repairs were completed:   

• The rusted bollards and protective casings wells were repainted. 

• At well C-00-2, the well cap was replaced and the broken concrete for the 
bollard was repaired. 
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• The concrete pads at wells C95-2 and G-5 have been replaced. 

• The leaking flush-mount vault at well IDA-TT-MW-1 has been replaced. 

• The well riser and protective casing have been extended by about 2.5 feet 
above ground surface for well JAW-65. 

• The well cap at well T-6 has been replaced. 

• EnSafe Professional Engineer completed the annual site inspection.  No 
imminent issues were observed during the inspection.  

• The inspection report will be included in the FY22 Annual O&M Report. 

Kim-Lee provided a web mapping tool update. Jacobs has uploaded all the RI data 
collected into their database. ARCGIS format with several layers that include IRP sites, 
fence lines, water sheds, former buildings, and current building outlines. 

• Pink polygons are for ones that did have recent demolition information on. 
• Yellow polygons are where soil removals were conducted. 

Bruce asked if this is a public tool or proprietary. It is proprietary for the Army. 
Jonathan asked if there was a legend with color coordination. Kim-Lee answered that 
there was. 
Most recent depictions of VOC plumes and RDX plumes have been uploaded. GW flow 
contours are in there as well to see where things might be moving. 
Julie asked about jurisdiction for making sure AO doesn’t put buildings up in 
contaminated areas. Whose responsibility is it to make sure this doesn’t happen? Jen 
replied that it is hers. This tool is going to help with the meetings that she attends with 
AO. 
Julie wanted to make sure the PFAS map has the correct building 200-131-3, former fire 
station. The T looking building – our webmap is incorrect. The triangle is wrong and 
should have been on the building in between the wells. 
Hans asked how far back does the data go? Historical data goes back to the 1980s. 
Vaughn asked if anyone knows about incinerator that was built behind hospital? From 
WWII and then AEC used it until about 1952 and then abandoned and torn down. Jen 
will add this for an action item. 
Vaughn asked about the tetryl around 5A and 5B. Jen said that was reviewed a couple 
years ago when he first brought it up and it was non-detect in soil. 
There were no further questions. 
FUSRAP Update 
Mike Kessler provided an update on FUSRAP activities.  He first presented the 
definition of FUSRAP: Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program to deal with 
former atomic energy commission radioactive waste. Assigned to DOE and then 
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transferred to USACE. 
Mike thinks FS 12 remedial action will be completed this year. FS 6 is a bit of a bind in 
the schedule. Two OUs assigned: OU1 primarily explosives contaminated soils in Line 1 
and West Burn Pads (WBP), while OU8 is for predominantly looking for low level 
radiation.  
FUSRAP has conducted a significant amount of sampling at IAAAP. Additional 
remediation is required at Line 1: 

• FUSRAP is looking into Line 1 Buildings 1-03-2, 1-03-3, 1-06-2, 1-50, and 1-60.  
Leidos is preparing a PDI Work Plan.  Delivery to FUSRAP is anticipated later 
this week. 

• Leidos collected additional samples at the Clarifiers 5-9 May.  REV A1 of the Pre-
Design Investigation Report (PDIR) is anticipated next week. 

• Leidos is still drafting a “Inaccessible & Continuing Sources” Data Summary 
Report designed to revisit sites where previous attempts at remediation were 
halted due to “continuing sources”.  REV A is now anticipated in late-OCT. 

• Leidos is updating the WBPS Risk Assessment.  Delivery to FUSRAP is 
anticipated in DEC. 

• FUSRAP is working to re-award a new contract for remediation. 

OU-8 is the DU sites. Made some progress but not too much. Remains about 80% 
complete. No radiological remediation was required at Warehouse 3-01, or Yards C, 
G, & L to be protective of the site worker. Line 1 Structures remediation complete. 

Firing Sites Area: 
• RA is complete in the FS-1/2, 3/4/5, and 14 Areas.  REV A of the PRAR/FSSE is 

anticipated in OCT. 

• The GWS Survey work is over 80% complete in the FS-6 Area.  About 10% of 
brush remains to be cleared.  

• Final Status Survey (FSS) is complete in 94.4% of the 125 FS-12 Survey Units 
(SUs). 

• The GWS Survey work is over 80% complete in the FS-6 Area.  About 10% of 
brush remains to be cleared.  

• Final Status Survey (FSS) is complete in 93.2% of the 125 FS-12 Survey Units 
(SUs). 

Mike shared a series of remediation photos at FS-12 and SU-12 and Big Red sorting 
unit. Had significant maintenance issues with the plant and downtime this past year. 
Mechanical issues. Mike cited the article in Restoration news about recycling of metal 
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plates weigh over 23,000 lbs and it took a while to find the right crane to move them. 

Mike then discussed the Q4 2022 Activities completed. Mark asked what is in the soil 
that Mike is shipping out? 99% soil that has some DU in it. Mark asked if there were any 
surprises? Mike said no but the only surprise is in pct of DU away from ground zero. At 
SU-12 the pct was 20% instead of 10% and that was a bit of surprise at that distance 
out. The contamination at FS-6 was a surprise according to Jen. Mike said they tested 
plain wave shots there and not hydra shots. 
Julie asked if that site is in use? Mike said yes, which makes it extra challenging. Julie 
asked if there are protective measures for those out there and Mike replied there aren’t. 
Hans asked about 100 tons per rail car, how much DU is that. Mike will have to get back 
to him. 
Shelly from IDNR asked where is the soil going? Mike responded US Ecology in Idaho. 
OU-1:  

• Nothing significant to report. 

OU-8: 
• Completed excavations within Area F (SUs 29, 36, 42, 43, and 37), Area I 

Addendum (SUs 5, 12, 19N), Area J (SUs 33/40), and Area K (part 2) (SUs 31S, 
38, 39. 

• Completed processing operations for the 2022 Field Season. 

• Completed the MER for the FS-10 structure. 

• Started reviewing the OU-8 FS-12 2022 PRAR/FSSE and CY 2021 EMDAR. 

• Collected new Radiological Background soil samples per the approved plan. 

• Started developing a plan to collect soil samples along the FS-6/12 roads. 

• Updated the Environmental Liabilities for the project. 

Mike provided a status update on progress toward 2022 goals:  
• Process 14,000 CY of material at FS-12.  22,652.5 CYs 

• Stockpile 1,000 CY for shipping.  4,306.45 CYs 

• Ship 1,900 CY of material.  1,631 CYs 

• Complete restoration of all remaining FSA SUs. 

• Complete REV 0 of the 2022 OU-8 PRAR/FSSE at FS-12. 

• Complete REV A; OU-8 PRAR/FSSE for all FS Areas 1-5 & 14. 

• Complete Risk Assessments for Yards L, C, and G.  
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• Complete two OU-1 PDIRs for supporting remediation at Line 1. 

• Provide one article to the IAAAP Restoration News. 

• Award a new FUSRAP / HTRW Services Contract. 

Mike then showed a slide with his Q1 2023 Activities Planned. 
OU-1: 

• Begin PDT review of several REV A documents… 

• “Inaccessible & Continuing Sources” summary report 

• “QAPP-5” buildings Pre-Design Investigation (PDI) Work Plan 

• WBPS Residential Risk Assessment. 

OU-8: 
• Demobilize the S3 and associated screen plant equipment 

• Complete backfill, grading, and hydroseeding where appropriate. 

• Continue brush clearing and PDI work at FS-6; start drafting a PDIR. 

• Conduct investigation of the FS-12 Road embankment and FS-6 areas. 

• Complete PDT review of several REV A documents… 

• 2022 OU-8 FS-12 SU PRAR/FSSE 

• CY 2021 Environmental Monitoring Data & Analysis Report (EMDAR) 

• Test Fire Pit Data Summary Report 

• Begin PDT review of several REV A documents: 

• OU-8 FS 1-5 & 14 PRAR/FSSE 

• OU-8 Yard L Risk Assessment (RRA); Yard C RRA, and Yard G RRA 

There were no further questions.   
MMRP Remedial Actions Update (OU-5) 
David Feiertag provided a quick update on the Munitions Response Sites. He was there 
in April during the early stages of the contract. Specifically, an update on these sites: 

IAAP-001 – Central Test Area 
IAAP-002 – Line 6 Ammo Prod (Blast Radii) 
IAAP-004 – Possible Demolition Site 

David is the Program Manager presented on behalf of Na Ali’i Consulting on work for 
USACE Omaha District. Native Hawaiian 8a contractor that is working on several 
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MMRP sites on OU-5. Lynelle Brode is the Project Manager and is also here. Team is 
following the MMRP/CERCLA process and David presented a flowchart showing that. 
David summarized the Path Forward on a slide: 
1. Revised Proposed Plan (currently in review) 
2. Amended Record of Decision (Winter 2022/Summer 2023) 
3. UFP-QAPP (Workplan) (Spring 2023) 
4. Remedial Action Implementation (Fall 2023/Spring 2024) 

a) Vegetation Removal (Fall 2023) 
b) Advanced Geophysical Classification (Spring 2024) 
c) Subsurface Clearance (Summer/Fall 2024 ) 
d) Demolition/Disposal (Summer/Fall 2024) 

5. After Action Report and Remedial Action Completion Report (2025) 
6. Fence Removal (After approval of Final Reports) 
PP was submitted about 5 months ago and there are some changes requested by Army 
legal. EPA has the draft PP.  
USACE has issued separate contract to address two other OU-5 sites (InDA) and 
southern portion of PDS. Those will also be cleaned up but are behind the other three in 
the schedule. 
North of K Road (pink) is going to be PDS North designation and will be delineated. The 
remaining portion including the road will be PDS designation. 
Chris Rose is the senior UXO person and in attendance today that will oversee the 
remedial actions. 
David presented the project schedule and explained the constraints they have with 
windows that vegetation removal can occur due to endangered species. Hans asked if it 
was the Indiana bat and David said it was plus northern long-eared bat is the newest 
endangered species. USACE is coordinating with USFWS regarding these issues. 
Julie asked about vegetation removal. You aren’t talking about clear-cutting right? David 
said they are removing as much vegetation as feasible. The areas are very overgrown, 
and Joe Haffner has approved of removal. 
Mark asked what the difference is within the yellow line and black line. David answered 
nothing, they are just on different contracts and schedules. 
Hans asked about fencing. Is it pink boundary? David said it is black boundary. Terrain 
is bad out there along the creek. Very steep banks. 
OU-3 update 
Darlene Abbott of Aerostar presented an update of OU-3 with the latest annual 
groundwater and surface water data and evaluation of off-post results.  She reminded 
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the group that the off-post contaminants that are present are explosives: mainly RDX 
(royal demolition explosive).  
Darlene presented update on OU-3 SW/GW Reporting and shared that her team is 
planning to be out there during the week of 06 Nov 22 for this year’s event (new 
information). 
Brush Creek Surface Water Sampling 

• Sampled monthly 
• 3 sampling locations: BCOFF-1, BCOFF-6, and BCOFF-3 
• Analyzed for explosives 

OU-3 Groundwater Sampling 
• Sampled annually, usually in October/November 
• Analyzed for explosives 
• GW sampling will continue until RDX concentrations are below the health 

advisory level (HAL) 
OU-3 Reporting 

• Analytical results from surface water and groundwater monitoring activities are 
summarized and presented in the OU-3 Off-Site Annual Monitoring Report and 
Sampling & Analysis Plan. 

Darlene showed latest surface water results and said this presentation covers the OU-3 
annual surface water results from the last report through December 2021.  
The summary of results presented in the Off-Site Annual Groundwater Monitoring 
Report and Sampling & Analysis Plan FY2020 and the conclusions for OU-3 Surface 
Water are:  

• RDX surface water concentrations typically decrease with distance downstream 
from the facility boundary but are regularly above the health advisory level of 2 
μg/L. 

• All surface water monitoring locations (BCOFF-1, BCOFF-3, and BCOFF-6) 
exhibited decreasing concentration trends across all data.  

The path forward for OU-3 surface water is to continue surface water sampling at the 
three Brush Creek locations (BCOFF-1, BCOFF-3, and BCOFF-6) until the RDX surface 
water concentrations are below the HAL of 2 μg/L or until other RDX criteria are 
established and met. 
OU-3 annual groundwater sampling event: 

• Conducted in November 2021 
• > 2 μg/L RDX isoconcentration plume is approximately the same footprint as last 

year. 
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• Results are documented in the OU-3 Off-Site Annual Groundwater Monitoring 
Report and Sampling & Analysis Plan 

• 20 and 50 μg/L RDX isoconcentration plume is generally the same relative 
footprint as last fiscal year. 

• >50 μg/L RDX concentration plume core increased since last fiscal year, as one 
well exceeded at a RDX concentration of 50.7 μg/L. 

Darlene then presented the Path Forward for OU-3: 
• Groundwater and surface water will continue to be monitored until the 

concentrations are below the HAL or until other RDX criteria are established and 
met.  

Darlene then presented some Mann-Kendall RDX concentration trend analysis results 
comparing pre-treatment and post-phased injection remedial performance and those 
confidence intervals were in her slides.  
mark asked about the bioreactor that goes to Brush Creek. Isn’t that the area where the 
RDX runoff was coming from. Jen said we are picking up the bioreactor contract again.  
There were no further questions.  
Old Business – Action Items from Previous Last Meeting 
There were actions from last meeting: 

• Jen gave an update on PFAS sampling of water results.  Jacobs is finalizing a 
report on PFAS and will be sent to EPA at the end of this month. 

• Army looking at doing more sampling of drinking water that comes into the plant 
from Burlington. AMC sampled water coming into the plant early this year.  

• Jen said the OU-4 O&M and LUC status report document went final last month. 
Waiting on RCRA document meeting with EPA to address some questions. 

Action Items for Today 
Julie asked to have OU1 RG goals and results of evaluation for next meeting. 
Mike will work on rail car total and DU pct. 
Julie would like a status update on latest MMRP sites. 
Next meeting is planned for 10 January 2023. As of now it is planned to be in-person at 
West Burlington City Hall, depending on the covid situation. 
Meeting adjourned at 10:35 am 
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       Vacant     Hans Trousil                 Jen Busard 
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Exhibit 1 

GOVERNMENT MEMBERS 
PRESENT (3) 
Jen Busard 
Wes March 
Shelly Nellesen 
 
RAB MEMBERS PRESENT (6) 
Hans Trousil 
Julie Solinski 
Mark Hagerla 
Robert Haines 
Bruce Workman 
Vaughn Moore 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PUBLIC PRESENT (12 + 3 on Teams) 
Jeff Morrison 
Kim-Lee Yarberry 
Mike Kessler 
David Feiertag 
Aaron Steele (via Teams) 
Dean Johnson 
Seth Reedy (via Teams) 
Joe Shannan 
Matt Graesch 
Darlene Abbott  
Jonathan Harrington 
Lynelle Brode (via Teams) 
Christa Poggemiller 
Chris Rose 
Andrew O’Conor 
 

Total in attendance: 24 


